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MURRAY POPULATION 10, 100

Vol. LXXXIV No. 154

*CD FUNDS ELIMINATED; AIRPORT IS CUT
Non-Profit Corporation Is
Formed To Operate Hospitals

William Burkeen
Now Master Sergeant
ALCONBURY R A F STATION.
FnglaA
William 0 Burkeen of
Ilextegelty., has, been promoted to
master sergeant in the United States
Air Force
Sergeant Burkeen, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Burkeen of RI 1, Dexter,
is assigned to the 10th Tactical Hospital Squadron here as a medical
supply technician.
'The sergeant attended Almo , Ky.)
High Sshool. His wife, Rosemary, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
C. George of England.

Fiscal Court Cuts Funds In
Order To Add To Road Money

The Calloway Fiscal Court yester- 100 bed hospital for use in an
of trustees were Allan Locke, Briar
day adopted the budget for the com- emergency The hospital includes a
Cliff Manor, N.Y., Robert C. Miller,
ing fiscal year and in the full day generator for electricity.
Minneapolis, Minn.; J. A. Moak,
FRANKFORT, Ky. an - A nondiscussion eliminated Civil Defense
Lexington. Kenneth G. Neigh,
Theaounty has also been promised
profit corporation created to operappropriations completely and drop- $26.000 in medical supplies if the
Scarsdale, N.Y., and Lon B. Rogers
ate five hospitals in eastern Ken- of
Murrav-Callofunds
for
the
ped
the
Pikeville.
local organisation is perfected.
st
was legally ready to do butuckytoday.1
way County Airport from $3,000 to
It was hoped also that a fire truck
da
ness
The corporation can have a min$2.000
for the county could be obtained
Efrem Zinibalist Jr.
Appalachian Regional Hospitals,' imum of five trustees and amaxiWilliam Lundlgan
Walter Baia*
Funds which go to the County through Civil Defense agencies,
Inc.. Harlan, received a charter mum of 30, It was expected that
Agent's office were inereassci $600
Elimination of Civil Defense for
Friday from the office of the secre- other members would be added to
to make that appropriation a total Calloway County will leave further
tary of state.
the board.
of $6,600.
procurement of supplies of any naHowever, it is not scheduled to
The articles say the corporation
ture highly in doubt.
take over the operation of the hosMagistrates gave as their reason
pitals until Oct. 1. Sometime before will run all five hospitals and will
The court reduced the appropriafor cutting out completely the proCounthen it will receive $3.9 million from treat patients without regard to
posed $2375 for Civil Detense work tion for the Murray-Calloway
color,
creed,
race
or ability to pay.
the Area Redevelopment Adminisand !catering the airport appropria- ty Airport by 11.000. making the
They
also
empower the corporatration to purchase the five hospitals
tion by $1,000, that they wanted to funds available this year $2.000 The
from the United Mine Workers un- tioii to engage in such related actiput more money in the road fund. city appropriates $3,001.1 cacti year
vities
as
the
operation of nursing
NEW YORK
.- A hole-1n-one
ion of America.
About $50,000 was budgeted last fis- for the airport.
and
rest
homes,
scored by L. K. Pinkley of 507 Broad
Trustees of the Harlan firm met
Four persons voted to reduce aircal year for roads and about $75.000
Street. Murray. Kentucky, may earn
in Washington Friday and signed
port funds while three refused to
was spent on the roads.
Robert E Selwyn, administrator MOOR trio to Scotland for
two and
appplication papers for the federal of the UMW hospital at
vote. Judge Miller registered a vote
Harlan, was $1.000 When Mr Pinkley hit his
Cutting of the Civil Defense ap- against changing the budget while
grant
named resident sgent for the non- prize-winning ',shot at the
Murray propriation leaves the county with- County Attorney James Overbey inThe n e w corporation complied sect irtan. non-profit
corporation
Country Club, he became a contirat- out an organization. Certain buildwith all the requisites outlined in
The corporation is barred from i ant in the Old .Armiggler Hole-In- ings throughoutallle city have been dicated his approval of the budget
the administration's hospital bill, carrying on propaganda,
The airport board is hoptrying to One Sweepstakes, a national com- marked by Fedefln Civil Defense ag- change
e'en though the bill has not yet influence legislation or
ing to erect a hanger this year and
interfering petition for golfers
encies as suitable for use in the make other improvements
been signed into law.
in any political campaign on behalf
The winner will be announced at event of an atomic attack The city
Before filing incorporation papers of any candidate
The court also increased its conthe
end
of
the
year
I and county also have stored here a
with the secretary of state, it rgS
tribution to the County Agent's ofceived the approval of the state
fice by $600 This makes a total of
Hoard of Health to operate a re$6,600 now contributed by the court
gional hospital network under the
for the upkeep of the County Agent's
terms of the bill
activities
The oorporation thus qualified inFollowing is a biessadown of los:al
digent patients at the hospitals after
funds received by he County Agto receive the additional aid
ent's office.
provided in the bill. The measure'
Calloway Bd Of Education 6350
appropriates $70,000 for use by inThe Murray Fire Department has Ion per minute General Fire Truck bucket brigade . Elevit men now
. $960
...
Farm Bureau
digents at hospitals at Middlesborm ,l grown since 1913 when the earliest on June 92. 1946 for 14,222 15
man the departmeat and an eaten- Soil Imp Assoc.
$180
Harlan, McDowell and recorded data on the department
Has
On Aagust 2. 1946 Harold Oglesby sae water system covers the en- Fiscal Court
$61100
Whateaburgh. whleh were construct- 1=s that local citizens bonded
, Made Chief aad he served until tire Mts.
KEM
.TV A icztfice rent,
It
r before that time to form a
• triy the UMW.
3. 1647 when W 0. SpenLast year the city of Marna! Paid' The courrtook the 11$375 from the
Gov Bert Combs is expected to bucket brigade to fight fires
cer waa named to fill the position. "88240 for fire plugs, $3.686 74 for Civil Defense and the $1.000 front
sign the bill into law either Monda?
Chief Spencer served until Tab- maintenance and $3402000 in sal- the Airport funds and placed it in
Fire Chief Flavil Robertson made
or Tuesday Only a technicality has an extensive search of records for ruary 1. 1952 and he was followed aries for fire protection
All THAT GLITTERS IS GOLDWATER, Is the idea here, with a mammoth rally plam
fa
the county road fund
Washington for July 4 by the National Diaft Goldwater Committee. Around the
prevented him from already signals a talk before the Murray Rotary by Paul Lee Chief Flavil Robertson
As the city expands, the need is
el. At
When magistrates indicated they
are three speakers. Over the elephant are four of the enteitainment talent.
the
measure.
assurned
the
position
on January I, arising for still another fire station, wished to place more money in the
Club last Thursday and permitted
"Th. - 11P.
pose of the rally." says Chairman Peter O'Donnell Jr., "is to demonstrate growing
Before it can reach his desk, It the use of this information which 1053 and retains the position today. perhaps in the west or southwest
road fund Judge Miller reminded
^ Support for his nomination as Republican candidate for president in 1964."
must be formally enrolled in the follows
The large white Quad truck was part of the city This problem will the court that 150.000 a as budgeted
House and Senate This action has
purchased
on
1950
at
a
September 1.
be met as it comes lip and as the for roads last year and $75,000 was
In 1913 the city of Murray installnot yet occurred in the House be- ed its, water system and it was at cost of 816.696 70 as one requirement finances of the city and its growth actually spent The amount budgetcause the lower chamber adjourned this time that a fire department was to reduce the city to an insurance justifies it
ed does not necessarily mean the
Thursday before the Senate passed organized The city purchased two, rating of sixth class The first year
amount that will be spent he said
the bill.
the
city
was
retuced
by
,I two-wheel carts, midi equipped with insurance in
The budgets of the.County Board
Both chambers of the General 500 feet of hose When the alarm $2.500 in premiums alone
of Education and the City Board of
By HELF s THOM as
Excuse us folks, but this a short
Assembly approved the bill by an aamded. men all over town left their
purchased
on
truck
was
A new
Education were received by the court
story about a snake Nothing fifteen
overwhelming majority.
l'nited Pre, International
jobs and ran to the place where the August 19, 1060 at a cost of 15,yesterday and approsed
feet long or anything like that. qut
The articles of incorporation were carts were stored at Third and Wal- 42100, to give the city three good
The city school budget is $452.407 WASHINGTON NI
While supa pretty good sized one at that
equipment
filed
fighting
Thursday
by
James,
8
pieces
of
fire
Welch, nut streets, and pulled the two carts
00 and the county school budget is
Thomas Hotaden was doing some porseraof other -apublican presigrown
Richard
Department
has
F.
Newell
and
Fire
Squire R. to the scene of the fire
The
1626,831 00 Both budgets are larger
dozer work the other day on the dential hopeful, it biding their
On February 6. 1914. the office of in every way since the days of the
eters are active- Ogden. all of Louisville.
this year because of increased refarm at Charles Eldral e's mother time Goldwater
Listed
as
members
of
the bOltzd Fire Chief was declared vacant no
NEWCASTLE. Ind. fll -- Sen. and this big snake
property evaluation
turns front
stuck his head ly in business
Barry Goldwater, riding the crest up Thomas
record of a chief prior to this time
which is over a million dollars highlooked at the snake and
The national ire!t Goldwater
of a smashing Young Republican the snake
could be founds And N 0 4Gibson)
er than it was last year
looked at Thomas
Committee hes
up headquarters
accolade. Friday night told a GOP
Hale was trained to fill the office
The County Budget, adopted yesThames said the snake looked a few blocks fa
hi White House
Raymon
Sanders. age 65. passed terday is $201995, however over $30 rally to fight big ray Dotnecratic pretty
He was hired at the rate of $500
big to him so he ran over and it already
s more political
'laity
last
night
at
8.55
p
m
at
thg
machines and -chase the rascals" him
per month
000 of this money Its only handled a
with the bull dozer before get- bustle about It
n the OOP and
Murray Hospital following an ex- by the court and cannot be used for
out of office
Firemen who served the city 171
ting out on the ground. The snake Democratic Nati
Committee ofATHENS.'Oa art -- A car veered
tended
illness.
"Rig city machines supported by measured
the operation of the county
about sat-feet long and six ?ices combined
out of control as
approached a some capacity during that early perHe is survived by three daughters,
the lords of vice and crime cooperat- inches
iod were Harry Walker, Karl Frazee
The actual funds to be used by
around the middle.
If Sen. Barry '-,Idwater. R-Ariz., bridge in _a rainstorm Friday and
Mrs
Hason
Black
and
Mrs
James
ing with the liberals" stole the 1960
Fred Walker, Charlie Crawford. J
the county amount to $171,250 This
Charles wa.s displas Mg him around should
drop by •nd he hasn't so plunged into the flooded Oconee M. Wheeler. Bob Foster, Jim Farmpresidential election from Richard town:
Black both of Coldwater. and Mrs. lit broken down into the General
the snake. clot Thomas. and far - he would aa 4 glamorous life- River where 8 of Its 10 occupants
M. Nixon. Goldwater told several
Fairs Riddell of Highland Park. Fund $117.505 and the Road Fund
er, Bun Hay. Harry aledd. Charlie
----everyone agreed that the snake aas SiZe picture of : .rnself dressed in drowned
thousand cheering Republicans
one son. Willis Sanders of $54,200 The county will receive 129.Grogan, E J Bettie
Three peraans have been appre- Mich
a big one
Passing
motorists
Into
the
jumped
his Air Force fl,
toga
Nixon really won the election but
Others were on the fire depart- hended and placed in the Jail at Coldwater, seventeen grancichildren 768 for the hospital bond issue and
river
and
saved
the
driver
of
the
Beneath the sa4cittraph at the
it was stolen from him," the Arizona
ment, but records In the early years Bentan charged with carrying con- andtwo great grandchildren
WT7 on the the forestry tax Both
entrance of the hglidquartees Is a car. Mrs Moraine Bartlett. 50, and
Republican said
The funeral will be held at the of these two latter funds cannot be
SUNDAY
apparently are not complete
cealed weapons The three &At unher'
grandson,
Jerry
Greene,
10
The
desk with a stria' Spiced receptionThe audience chanted "we want
Chapel
SunMax
Churchill
Funeral
On July 7. 1016. J T Wallis was der bond of $10.000 each. '
tried in county business
ist who greets. telephone Callers rescuers talked to the other persons
Barry for President" when poldwaTerrel Wallace. age 34 of Paducah day at 200 p ni with Rev Grover
During the fiscal year just ending
in the car but the swift current elected Chief of the Fire Departter appeared at the rally. Goldwater
Funeral services for Mrs Cordie with. "Good m)raing--Draft for
will
be
officiating
Burial
W
Page
the eountg received $9,242,09 more
swept the vehicle away before they ment \His length of service is not and George Lynn. age 26 and Terri
banners fluttered from the field- Scofield, who passed away yester- Goldwater."
cemetery.
the
Bazzell
in
known The next record shows that Lynn. age 24. from Gravels county
than It 'anticipated This money,
On her desk ere draft petitions could be saved
house where he spoke and lined the day morning at 5-30 at the Murray
Pallbearers will be Larry Black, plus money which was not used on
The Barnetts had taken their B H Ray was elected to succeed were arrested last night by a netdowntown streets he travelled.
Hoopital. will be held on Sundky at for the senator which alitt for a
Larry
Ruford
Black.
Black,
Bonney
other budgeted items, went into the
seven grandchildren and a baby- C D Dochery on September 7, 1917 work of sheriff's about 1:00 p m.
Out in San Francisco, his sup- 2:00 p na at the St John Baptist one dollar contraution brochures
chaing the past year to
On July 21, 1916. the Fire PreThe three will be charged with Darnell, James Gream and Don Pat- road fund .
porters won a victory Friday at the Church with Rev. C E. Ward of- on "How Goldwater Will Win the sitter along with them on a grocery
terson
vention Committee of the city coun- storehouse breaking by Calloway
swell exenditures in this department
National Young Republican Con- ficiating Burial will be in the city Presidency" and pocket book cop- -shopping trip to Athena from the
Max
call
at
the
Friends
may
was intructed to investigate the and Graves County officials.
to about $15.000. about $25.000 more
ies. of "Conscieise of • Conserva- small community of Nicholson. 12 cil
vention when Donald E. Lukens, 32, cemetery.
cost and kind of auto truck for the
Sheriff Woodrow Rickman said Churchill Funeral Home until the than was Originally budgeted
miles away
Washington, D. C. was elected naSurvivors include her hir
.band
,e,
Ed tive" 'written by the Arizona senhour.
funeral
If the county had a road engineer,
Mrs Barnett. who survived with fire department Apparently the coat the three are thought to be respontional chairman of the group Luk- Scofeld: two brothers Ch
r and ator.
it would have tomplete Control over
was prohibitive because it was not sible for breakins at the Potts GroCallers can ala dip into large one of the children, later could not
ens is a delcared Goldwater-for- Albert Martin Hodge Funer'l Home
HOMECOMING
aaproximately 1200.000 which is now
that the sub- cery' at Harris Grove. and a grovases for a Goldwater button with give a clear account of why the car until February 6, 1920
President enthusiast.
is in charge.
and Gola
administered by the state and local
• Goldwater, often mentioned as
the senator's picture and the slo- missed the bridge She thought the ject was mentioned again A truck cery at Lynnville
of
the
homecoming
The
annual
poltical leaders The county would
Warrants were secured to search
was purchased and insurance proa possible 1964 GOP presidential
gan "Goldwater in IC" Above them, accelerator may have jammed She
three
located
Christ.
of
Jesus
Church
three arid a great
receive no extra funds, if it had a
signs on the walls read: -America thought there also was a possibility cured on it on November 5, 1920 the homes of the
candidate, told a news conference
held
on
Almo
will
be
east
of
miles
road engineer, but it would have
The truck was a model T Ford and quantity of loot was recovered.
Can't Wait-'68's Too Late." and one of the car's wheels came off
he was adopting a "wait and see"
Sunday July 7. There will be an all direct control over funds which are
No one in the car could swim the purchase price was not listed. Sheriff's offices of Calloway. Mar"We Have Not Yet Begun to Fight."
policy toward the nomination.
be
spread
dinner
will
service
and
day
maw in the control of the state and
J W Stilts was elected Fire Chief shall and Graves counties spotted
He said 1Republican.s have an "exThe headquarters was set up June and Barnett. 62, a justice of the
and closed in thro- at noon. The public is invited to at- local Democrat leaders
10 by Texa.s Republican state chair- peace and homespun columnist for on January 7. 1921 at a salary of the suspect's car
cellent chance" to defeat President
tend,
radio network Two state
Kennedy next year
man Peter O'Donnell Jr, and In- several newspapers, was an invalid. $1000 per month Chief atlas served ugh a
Barnett, drowned along with Wan- until the election of Harry Sledd troopers were also in on the arPublic opinion polls would not indiana National Committeewoman
BOX OFFICE OPEN
SEWER ISSUE LET
fluence his decision to seek the GOP
Mrs lone Harrington to whip tip da 9 Kathy. 7, Penny. 4; and on December 7, 1922 Chief Sledda rests and net
Two pistols. a .22 and a 32 were
86' grass roots support for their candi- Charles, I, all children of his daugh- salary was $1250 per month
High Yesterday
nomination, he said.
CATTLETTSBURG. Ky
On December 16, 1021 A 0 Hughes taken from the glove compartment
67' date.
ter, Mrs. Lautrelle Epps_ 31 Debo"If I decide to run for President, Low Yesterday
three were driving. : City officials announced Friday
71'
I'll take the Democrats on regard- 7:15 Today
The attention at headquarters is rah. 9; and Dale, 5, Children of ano- was named chief, a post he held for of the car the
The hos office at the Keniake
They were arrested about 1:00 that the First U S.( orporation
Dwynelle almost twenty years.
daughter.
Mrs
less of popularity polls," he said.
Kentucky Lake 7 am 358 6 , down rewired mainly on the mamoth draft ther
Amphitheater sill be open on Sunof Memphis, Tenn., was the low
The city purchased its first real a. M. just west of Brewers as of02 in 24 hours; below dam 303 6 , Goldwater rally to be held at the Greene. 29. and Mrs. Mae Watkins,
da, from 2:00 to sate p. m. for
watched, expecting them to bidder on S452.000 sewer bond litHAMLIN ZIP CODE
up 02'.
National Guard Armory here on 52, a family friend who acted as fire truck on October 13. 1928 when ficers
the convenience of those persons
aisf
tie here. Cost of the project is
it bought equipment from flie Sea- break into a store there Heavy trafbabysitter.
_ Sunset 7:20: sunrise 4:40.
July 4,
who wish to purchase tickets for
the total
graves Corporation for a price of fic is thought to have discouraged 115,722 with $543,722 of
The Zip Code number of the HamGoldwater will not attend. SpeakStar9'1n My Crown for nest week.
by a federal grant.
$7.500 plus the old truck This truck them and they drove off, but of- to be financed
lin postoffite is 42046 according to
NOW YOU KNOW
Western Kentucky .
Partly ing in his behalf will be Republican
Theater manager Frank Lancaster
served the city until 1960 when it ficers closed in.
Mrs. N. A. Young. postmaster at cloudy and a little warmer today Sen. John G. 'Aker of Texas. Rep
said that persons out for an aftLOIKIE TO MEET
Sheriff Rickman said that tt
wa.s retired from service It was
Hamlin. Mrs. Young said that use High today 89 to 94 Mostly fair John Ashbrook of Ohio and Arizona
By United Press International
ernoon drive may wish to come
of the Zip Code number b y patrons and warm tonight and Sunday Low Clove. Paul Fannin. Also featured
The state of Kansas was named used even after two new trucks were three sheriff's offices decid%d to get
Murray Lodge 106 FArAltd will have by and get their tkkets tomorrow
a( the postofrice • will increase the tonight 63 to 68
will be Hollywood stars Walter Bren- for the Kansas Indians, or -People purchased because of its pumper together to try and stop the repeated breakins in the three countiet their regular business meeting Mon- and the rasa office will remain
efficiency of mail delivery and
The 5 a rn (EST) temperatures: nan, William Lundigan and Elam of the South Wind." according to which was in excellent condition
open for that purpose.
•
el handling.
day night at 7:30
The city purchased a new 500 gal- with the above results
lasiisville 68, Lexington 65.
the National Geographic Society
Zimbalist Jr.
By JOSEPH VARILLA
United Press International

Hole In One For
L. K. Pinkley May
Win Him A Trip

Murray Fire Department Has Come Far Since
D
•
ays Of Bucket Brigade; Has Top Equipment
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Six Foot Snake Is
Fight Big
Killed With Dozer
• City Machines,

Goldwater Is In
Candidate Business

County Man
Passes Away
,Last Night

Eight Drown As
Car Misses Bridge
4

Three Taken
By Sheriffs
Early Today

rumexu.
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Sit Under The Stars Tonight And View "Stars In My Crown" A Drama Of Western Kentucky In Words, Music And Dance

F100r,
price
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By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

STONE:FORT, Ill. — State Rep. C. L. McCormick, who
Introduced a measure for control of mosquitoes
which are
said to be so large they stampede cattle:
JANIES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
"A lot of people think this is funny. But these mosquit
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor, oes have
cut milk production by harassing dairy cows and
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
farmers
have
to
wear
masks
to work in the fields."
terest at our readers.

Warren Spahn May Find Iwo
Records Within His Reach

bleheader by 8-3 a
By FRED DOWN
, the Cle,
land Indians defea
l'nited Press International
the chie,
If Warren Spalui is stall good White Sox. 4-3, gsa
e Baltam,.
enough to rout a 15-year old jinx, Oriole, topped the'
City A>
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
RUTHERFORD, N.J. — Robert Pelaske, witness to a bus- who is to say that two of the Na- 2-1.
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New YorIt, N.Y.;
League's
honored
tional
pitchmost
Pitched sa_ gteg
automobile collision in which seven persons were killed
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
and ing records are beyond his reach?
Bob Gibson gruel& out 13 sad
26 injured:
pitched
question
The
wants
the
are
in
a six-hieer gad Curt Flood
13
Entered at the Peet Office, Murray. Kentucky, for trananiasion as
"Every place I looked I saw people bleeding."
20-victory seasons achieved by drove in lour runs tit& three singles
Second Class Matter.
Christy Mathewson and the career as the Cardinals diedt
the Clolt:
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e,
LONDON — Party girl Christine Keeler, testifying
per
at total of 373 wins compiled by both their 15tia loss a: l games The
month 8.5e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, pa- year, $4.50; else- the vice trial
of Dr. Stephen Ward about her adventures:
Mathewson and Grover Cleveland Colts saboraged
*tork of four
where, $8.00.
"I did not ever consider myself a call girl or prostitu
ors a
, Dice
te." Alexander in the days of the dead pitchers with f.,.#
Drott dropped hi.,
ball.
'Tim Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is Ras
decision.
Back-to-back not
NEW CASTLE, Ind. --- Sen. Barry Goldwater (R.-Ariz.), Both records have been regarded
Integrity of its Ilewv•sper"
5 by Willie
• unasseilable by modern pitehers, Mays and Willie at
addressing cheering Republicans about GOP chances
vey sparkeo
in but then again the 42-year old • four-run eighth
1964:
inning rail,
SATURDAY — JUNE 29, 1963
native of Buffalo, N.Y. is neither which enabled the G
ts to Miele,
"With your help we can chase the rascals out."
an "old tamer- nor a "modern" but the Reds' losing
ee a it to fot.:
a pitcher for all ages.
games Juan MarLies1 struck
ou'.
Spain took another bold step 13 Reds in 7% Inuitirs
but relief
ACTION NEEDED
toward his twin goals — and in the pitcher
Huse, • who pitches:
•
bargain chased 4/ 15-year old jinx only 's 01 au inning.
leceived erre.
- kriday night when he pitched a for his first victor)
YESTERDAY the Calloway Fiscal Court eliminated- Civil
the sessoL
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
three-hitter that gave the Milwau- McOovey had tuo h
• and OrDefense funds from the budget for the coming year. The i
kee Braves a 1-0 win over the Las lando Cepeda and 1,
Pinson La
court also reduced the appropriation for the Calloway CounMrs. Virginia Howard, of 1306 W. Main Street,
connectec
ill
Angeles
Dodgers
victory
t
The
Murray,
is the first young matron of Calloway County to
Dick Ellsworth A
ty Airport from $3,000 to $2.000.
it out 11.4r.
enter the Waa his Ilth of the season, placing
"Mrs.
Kentuck
y" contest which will be conducted at Glas- him more than halfway toward his achieving his 10th
for the Cute
At the same time the court increased the funds for the
who
20-tnunap
won
13th
out
season
h
(2, the
gow, Ky.
over fl Pinnies wher.
County Agent from $6,000 to $6,600.00.
338th of his career, leaving htm 35 Ron Santo hotnered
Albert Chapman. age 69, passed away this morning
f Jack Baldat shy of the all-time NL mark and schun in the Ilth
The reason for the elimination of the Civil Defense ap- his
Demeter had
home on Dexter Route 1.
a
marked
double
,3,
the first time he has
and three
propriation and the cutting 01 tile airport funds was given,
titles for the
The Braves downed the Tigers last night in
Junior beaten the Dodgers away from his Phillies and Santo
Dick Bert,:.
that more money was needed in the county road fund.
League play, 12-5.
had two hits each
home park since Aug. 21. 1948.
the Cubs.
Several Calloway County young people attende
We can certainly agree that the county road fund needs
Bill Virdon'a twoStruck Oat Two
d the
homer air.:
Spahn struck out only two batters AI MoBean's 2%
all the money it can get and we would be the last to com- Baptist camps with William McElrath.
s of shutot
but didn't walk one in besting Dodg- • relief pitching led
Pirates
plain that in the fiscal year just passed, the court spent
er ace Don Drysdale and raising his I their tictory over
Mets. Rage
fifty per cent more in the road fund than was originally
season mark to 11-3. The Braves Craig suffered he 1
straight descored the only run of the game in feat and bus 12te
budgeted.
the se•aiir
irdon has hit safe, n 10
he first inning when they filled the
The court budgeted $50,000 this past year in the road
stretch
oases on singles by Lee Maye and game; and has 12 nitit in his loot
LEDGER at TIMES FILE
fund, and spent $75.000 by transferring from other funds
Hank Aaron. a well to Eddie Math- times at bat
during the year as more money than was thought available,
ews and a sacrifice fly by catcher,
Frank Albert Stubblefield, Murray, has been selected
as
Joe Torre
.
appea.red on the scene. The county met its obligations dIr- Calloway County Campaign Chairma
n for Ben Kilgore, canTorre also came to his battery
mg the past year, spent fifty per ccnt more than was bud- didate for Democratic nomination for Governor, it
has been mate's aid in the ninth inning when
announced by Harry L. Waterfield, state chairman.
geted in the raid fund, and still ended up the year
he cut down Dodger speedster Miniin the '
A. B. Austin took office as president of the Murray
black.
Ro- • Wills trying to scramble back to
tary Club at its regular weekly luncheon.
first case after an abortive stolen
This is an outstanding accom• plishment and one for
base attempt.
Two Murray buys finish pre-flight training in
Texas.
which the court should be commended.
They are Aviation Cadets Jean G. Crawfor
The St Louis Cardinals retained
d, 1107 Olive
We hope the court can fully understand that just be- Street, and Louis G. Starks, South
ftrst place with a 9-2 triumph over
Twelfth Street.
the Houston Colts. the Sao Fran.
cause a Certain amount is placed in the budget
James Humphreys Orr died very suddenly at
for an item.
the home
By FRED [4WN
that this does not necessarily mean tne outlay is limited to of his daughter, Mrs. Isbell Wilson. in Murray Sunday after- taco Giants downed the Cincinnati
Reds. 7-3, the Chic.igo Cubs edged
United Press in national
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followin
g a heart attack.
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NEW YORK IT
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perience with the road fund this past year.
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burgh Pirates. cer: under
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Civil Defense funds to the budget and
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"STARS IN MY CROWN"
FOR TICKETS CALL 753-6843
Write Box 679 - Murray, Ky.

[

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago This Week

•

WALLIS DRUG •
Will Be Open This Sunday
for jeer

arm Presoriptisa mad tendry Moak

WE WILL DR MOOED from
41 ISO &AU 61)I 1100 pan. for Church Hour

OWENS
FOOD MARKET
Specializing in —

•

REAL PIT BARBEQUE
BARBEQUED SHOULDERS, BY TILE LB. OR WHOLE
Special!!

?Ulif GROUND BEEF - - - - 4 IBS. $1.00
Cards Mice
Three 09Team
With $3 00 Purchase

* This Week's Special *

PACKAGE OF JUMBO BUNS
1:a( 11 IS 41tREQI. ED SHOULDER

30 Years Ago This Week

41
6
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REDSTONE ARCH—Presvirra Kennedy's car passes undcs an
ar*I4 of 1 lat0Le nassties during visit to U. S
"Corps
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WHEY WILL MS BE CURED?,1
Say when.., with your dollars!
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St Louis
)16
87ervdou-n7plitcefinsh
44 30 595
iere
m
t
LOS Angeles
42 31 575
therefore,
considere
San Francisco
d
"automatic" selections •
43 32 573
1,,
the squads.
Cincinnati
40 34 541
4
Chicago
40 34 541
4
AL players were asked to vo'
Milwaukee
37 36 507 6,,
taste for a starting c•nterfiela,
Pittsburgh
34 39 466 9,„
—the first time an the asisumpte ,
Philadelphia
34 41 4.53 10,,
that Mantle would be able to pis
New York
29 44 387 15,,
and the second on the as.sumptie
Houston
28 48 368 17
that he would not
Mantle a,
F eiday's Results
, selected in the first vote bit Pears.,
San Fran 7 Cincinnati 3. night
Still easily in the second It
Milwaukee 1 Last Angeles 0, night
definite that Mantle will be unab.
St Louts 9 Houston 2. night
to Ploy until July 11 or liver.
Pittsburgh 3 New York 1. night
Chicago 4 Phila 3 11 inns, night, Groat. the Pirates'
MVP shortstop
Today's Games
in 1960 who was traded to the
Chicago at Philadelphia. night
Cardinals last Nov 19, was the top
New York at Pittsburgh, night
vote-getter in both leugue with 235
Elc Louis at Houstonstught
of the 235 NL votes for shortses
Milwaukee at Los- Angeles. night
Aaron was second in the NI, an'
Cincinnati at Sun Franciseo
230, followed by Memoir:1cl with
Sunday's Games
White with 220 and Boyer with Is.
Chicago at Philadelphia
Kaline was the top vote-getter
New York at Pittsburgh.
the Al. with 226 followed t,v Hato
St. Loots at Houston, night .
196 and Vet-miles '183. There
Milwaukee at Los Angeles'
270 votes cti,
t for each poeltion
Cincinnati et San Francisco
the AL.
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OPEN ALL DAY JULY 4th
Call Your Orders In Ahead of Time
To Insure Delivery on Time
1409 MAIN STREET

PHONE 753-4682

Don't Miss These July

BARGAINS

Gir
iirkesses
Shorts
Dresses
Sportswear

/
1
2off

Girls

—

Shirt and Short Sets

Sub-Teen

Sub-Tern

1/1 off,
/
1 3 off
IA off

a

6

Boys and Girls

Sw
. Stu'ts
Suits
Boys

Boys

Vi off
/
1
2 price
1/1 off

Shirts
Shirt and Pant Sets - - off
.0,,
rants
1/1. off
Diaper Sets
/
1
2 price
I Rack Buys and Girls

(MIL', NEW

WINIER

COATS
IN JULY AND AUGUST

15% off.
3. .HON,THS TO PAT— -2110.;, DOWN

This Sale Starts Monday 8:30 a.m.

KIDDIES' KORNER
M.SJOR IN MINORS"

4

•

•

,411
UNE

29, 1963
. SATURDAY

-

JUNE

29,

?BE

1963

TIMk

-

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

'ett

The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

6
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SALE

NEW BRICK ROUSE, THREE bed
rooms, ceramic tile bath, carpet in
living room. Dawn Hughts Subdivi*ion. $11,250. Call 753-1616.
tfc
•
CHAIN SAWS, HOIdELITE AND .
Mono. Mowers - Mono, Moto Mower.
New and used mowers. Movers for
rent. Waldrop's Mower and Saw
Shop. Concord Road, phone 7536233.
jule20e .1

JG I
nday
, mows

blocks from court square, 80'x450'
lot, plenty of shade, 2 car garage,
large
arge screened us front porch. Ca
'753-5029.
329c

ii,

lir shady lot, Mee FOR THESE
ND OTHER choici:ea estate listsee or call Hoe R,obirts Or BAY
rts at ROBERTS
or
lisi 753-1651.
4
._____21_c

mEALTY

MISCELLANEOUS HAND TOOLS,
GMC PICKUP
two wheel barrows, used lumber and
CK. 1954
doors. Contact Mr. Pulls, Supt., chevrolett, 4 door aelaii, black, a
Bank Building Corporation at the peal clean car. lara'Adilide 4 door
Bank kof Murray between 8:00 am. sedan,' exceptiona.. .en. Call or
and 4:00 p.m. Monday through Fri- are Ruble Taylor
:, Orove, 435day. Must by whole package.
jlc 4465lip

17-INCH MOTOROLA TV, TABLE
LARGE BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
model, Duncan Phyfe dining suite
Simmons sofa loun- lois in College Terrace subdivision,
with six
your lot. If yq11 want a buildFIVE NEW RUN-ABOUT BOATS- ge, makeschairs'
bed. All in good condition. dboose
contractor see Gandel Reaves
two 14' Lone Stars, three 16 run- Call Mrs. Grayson McClure at
- mg
may be conabouts. Also 1 aluminum 12' Rich 5150.
753fin and Damon Lovett
meted during the a‘y at College
Aline Car Top fishing boat. See :nem
-Terrace subdivision or by phone at
"low at the Enix Sporting and (Jilt
Shop, Concord Road. Murray. Ken- EXTRA NICE 8 BEDROOM Brick night. Glindel Rea'. s 753-5111 or
tucky, telephone '753-5281. J-29-C house on Ryan eNe. Nsse entrance Damon Lovett. 753-4449,
ibe
hall, dining room, kitchen, 1,.„ baths,
PARTS FOR ALL ELECTRIC shav- carport and stoi-age roora, air conPRICED TO SELL BRAND NEW
ers at Lindsey's Jewelers.
july23c ditioner, storm windows and doors, red brick home that, 4ca
everything
--- $15,500. NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK -cereral air
condinaung and heat:
GOOD USED 66 AC COMBINE with with built-in range, ceramic tile
two complete cerarac tile baths:
big grain bin. Vinson Tractor Co., bath, panel kitchen and dining area,
„•
plent!, White birch tenants; built-in
Cadiz Rd., 753-4892.
j29c electric heat, storm windows and
icoot range and butaer app• antique
doors, city sewer and water, $13,750.,
bitch walls in kitchen. eirnlly room
OeHREE BEDROOM HOUSE WITH 4 BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE and and utility. In Rebellion School
highway
land,
on
3
only
acres
of
10
11111 acre of ground, and ten trailer
District with all Clii tattles includsites. A brand new business and it miles from Murray. Full basement,
trig sewage. Lot 95117a - definitely
electric
place
fire
heat,
basethe
in
is ready to open. One of the best
o the best, lo.a .n Murray. No
building ow - f
water and sewer systems in Ken- ment, stock barns and nice
See by appointment ,
e.K.,.o
real
BEDRoom,........
,‘tv.,fe
for
814,750.
Workshop,
Work
3
tucky. Approved by the State Health
near'
acres
HOUSE
on
`-'"
land
"
of
1,
,
Department anet-W.E.A. The reason
for selling is poor health. Contact New Concord. This house is modern
way, well kept a garage 3 BEDROOM OR 2 BEDROOM and
evryin
the United Farm Agency, 753-5067.
sell at only $7500. A beatity parlor, located as Ryan Ave.
129c and priced to
GOOD 2 BEDROOM BRICK at 803 At a bargain. 4 BEDROOM, 2 baths
NINE ROOM FRAME HOUSE 3 Vine Street. Full basement. gas heat,' with ..arport on Rya' Ave. 3 BED-

Hour
1
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Ku Adam,

La
:ivildretios' trot, oar mina and also
decide ettethet eh, wanted to marry
Rot Lnage ihe chose' nee .at far
arta the wild. ,t the Comrade Koos
Country end hegan in-lune I 'noun.
tam *Mkt) alot had heard
was on.
•apiorect
A eioient earthquake and landrilde
interned a 41
ner on • ledge
until the found • zone
that
had been uhetteCI be entrance
the doarte.
crawiins
this the
into a loot ueiiated :rater Sicame
an satinet volcano lad dinrOVVrec
at
imprisoned

I wall, was • tigure lumping
crazily around, wdving some
thing oyez its head.
Kit cried out in horror "It's
Yucaipa. He has Chinitza ap
there!"
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•

price
/t off
/3 off

73 ACRE FARM, 65 GOOD tendable
land, good house, running water,
both burley and air cured bases,
mail at door, fine neighborhood.
Call 489-2190.
1 tp

MAJOR GENERAL HALLECK!
WU

TIIII PIMPLE OF 1181 1.011.8. MUT AMC tsar
omionl
earl
ars/......
48.4 ••••••

6.- b..
bb.

••••

bra.bbm

TINY SUSPECT Y011, GENERAL NALLECIL

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS I? YOU CAN!

PLEASE!

The People Say, NO: NO:
11-1X51
Ow albs.k lane sit arocatwe frorf41 e-r14•8-1148 audabibm• Goble*.
&AI% award sae of me abb.
146.8•88 Si,1b b. yew larab.4-114by
yoprIebb Saar.! WHAT 411I8 151 DOI MC II: Mr pe.ei.
Fear
awla., era sem.
yob.

ear ge

SPINET ORGAN. TAKE OVER
small balance on small monthly
payments. Write: Finance Department. P.O. Box 2, Floyds Knobs,
Indiana.
13c
DINE AND DANCE TO THE music
of Raybuni :araiony every Saturday
night at Maxine's, Paris Landing,
Tenn.
Pee

liediere_

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. SOLOMON P. CHASE,
WILLIAM H. SEWARD, EDWIN M STANTON,
amod as& Ir8L4rJOIC r•L' D01.4
.
If yea reease cripaartyb.reur. in 'sae reek, of ease, andi
b4L..p*tP4i5 aiell lab. Buell ad ssisll cedes* to hard!
aed ye. MO be of Iliad ciao. ..5.8r mew Nolo Jallasse. betorriumi.
01
6.11114,•
45 NEM &IR •I
em1.1•••1•0“.
1••••• II
08881881A tan °IL .1•Milit

cAt4
PizEvewr
FOREST FIRES

OFJLY

TOBACCO INSURANCE - FOR
the best hail and fire insurance call
Ray Broach, your Farm Bureau Insurance agent. 209 Maple Street,
753-4703.
j10c

F

-••••--:-:--lTaN
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Etht7)
1
:7:47-74
11f£1177P7
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--."LE-.

seceded border states.
However, the Confederates were wrong
In assuming that a great victory by Lee
in the North would both promote the
demands for a negotiated peace among
war-weary Northerners and induce European countries in need of cotton to
give their active support to the South.
How strong was the feeling against
Lincoln and his chosen co-administrators
in Washington in some coteries in the
North is indicated in this [e-] broadside circulated in New York on June 30,
1863-the day that A. P. Hill, commander of Lee's III Corps, sent Pettig-rew's brigade on a raid into Gettysburg and precipitated the great battle
of Gettysburg that was to produce disaster for the Confederate hopes.
With Lee invading the North, H. W.
Halleck, the Union Army's chief of
staff, was naturally a subject of criticism, along with Lincoln's chief Cabinet
advisers: Secretary of Treasury Chase,
Secretary of State Seward, Secretary of
War Stanton. The changing of Chase's
first name, Salmon, to Solomon, was,
perhaps, purposeful.
-CLARK KINNAIRD

PEANUTS

by Charles M. Schulz

.111FANI

DEAR SNooN1
Now ARE TANGS
rt4 TrtE 1405Prik.7

I HOPE You AE .11.
FEELING BETTER.
EVERItNE mi55E5 you. I I

PLEASE GET ‘EtiELL
QUICKLY, AND COME
HomE SOON.
youR PAL,

It
IL

P.S.

57AY AWAY
FROM -NOSE ?REIN
FRENCti l'ocpLE NURsEs!

Ci-tAguE8Rool

BARLEY, RYE, WHEAT AND Celts
Farmers Grain Le Seed Company
IfC
-2I

I

b.. tar. Symbkrba•

3 ROOM le BATH APARTMENT,
newly decorated, available July 1s1.
See at 603 Vine. Contact Barney
J29c
Weeks, '753-4541.

DAN FLAG
a

by Don Sherwood
PILANYMILE Al ifEA0adatrIER5 Waist

Atli., MAJOR Fl.A.56...
&JESS YOU Ms* A
IAN MAL.. OUT 'MAT'S
WU? PROES.NA. ID
SAUTE, Put I'm
LOCCVERIV.-

FIVE ROOM MODERN FURNISHed house, also three room modern
furnished house. Nine miles Northeast of Murray. Phone PL 3-4581.
.129c

as OUR MAN_
CPI ?AMR, MAT 15.

CAA WE
6ET Ma OFF
me
€R...
INTO ACTION.?

C
/ oENT,.EMES 5ntE-N
TZ,CNE
OCC5
vit.iAlre5T maKIR
'PEI
FIE
r55 FApCf!!

ONE THREE ROOM FURNISHED
apartment 1 ,, blocks from college.
'Will be available by the first of July.
Gail PL 3-4889 after 5 pm
lip

'11

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE Trailer,
to couple Located at 1101 Poplar
Street Available J u 1 y 1. Kelley
Woods, phone 753-1178.
.12c

NANCY

by Ernie Busimiller
NANCY---WHY DO
YOU ALWAYS
BRING AN
UMBRELLA
WITH YOU?

A VANILLA
SUNDAE, PLEASE

I CAN NEVER
ENJOY MYSELF
WHEN I'M
BEING WATCHED
LIKE THAT

f4

c.•

ocets

•

ABBlE

by Raeburn Yen Buren

AN' SLATS
SEE/AS SO, SLATS. LISTEN, IT'S

OF NERVES. YOU
TO BEC). YOu'LL FEEL
SETTER IN THE MORNING

JUST A CASE

•

/t off
price

administration had been rising as losses of
men mounted through 1861 and 1862, capped
by the costly repulses of Union armies at
Fredericksburg and nearby Chancelysville.
There were strong "Copperhead" movements
In the Midwest, even in Lincoln's Illinois,
The Emancipation Proclamation, Which had
effected the political transformation of a
bloody Conflict over preservation of the
Union into a war to free the slaves, had
turned many against Lincoln in the on-

ELTTIENTION
!

PAIOTIC1

FOR RENT

Chinitza down from -e kdge.
Suodanly
there
as n e ci
througn nip nund knot tning
W/86.4., timid said whEr ale, were
in the LenIple Cast Se bad
been Si) concernea moot the
"1 rim all right, Kit," came condition 01 the oh'
that
the answer. aria they saw the it nad oarely regist,aci on nil
girl's dark head -Big ape not memory.
get Chinitza He try, I skewer
"Kit,' Cliff aske. "do you
Know any trona at I
like pig roast."
. a big
"We can't get to her!" Kit rope -a lope Wass° mole 7"
On. wop
and
"Yes.
prospector WIDOW Diane bad :ravned
Yes,
of
maser Kit's
whispered to Cliff. -What -an
there (lye ,,,,, earlier
The Miler. We do?"
face lit up. "He's Dec working
In this
mat world
were remnants
on
it
oi • trine •trandea in
tin
a
lung
tir
ahlrutza
the valley
Cliff was studying the wall.
,
enturiev ago Aid Chief Waa,o,
gathered loads anc Loads of
oil
It
granddaughter Chinitza
nad
certainly
been well grass
and a
young brave- Turnip& whose
it."
chosen as • defense against
ou tines) or Chinon' had meet.
"Do •_,LEJ think i, en the
bees enemies.
▪
ited only np Ina fear or WAILIPO
8
ledge?"
mmmuniration•
with
the
great
-It tie wanted the girl, why
spirits
Comaloile of hie age and
"Yea. it must be ip there
hi•
granddreienter b dislike tor ha.s he waited Si, king to uy to
*timepiece. Wily la,
tninit
?wimps Wallin made Cliff a Chief
get
her
nc
in • train. ...retools, Is a hidden
asked -The Oa ut it panne'!" she illro net
rb,ern chamber
man couldn't
nave stopped taCe uo
,
arcl
axing a
him."
megaprione of net r. )a, cartCHAPTER 19
"Her grandfatber is some- ea to cau to Chini
"
APE!" Chinitza spat at
thing of a witendoctur as
"Vt'Zit!" Cliff a -are her.
Yucaipa. "B& evil ape! as
'i"
Chief." Kit answereC "Yu.
'Yucaipa might rust ierii tie
You Come one step closer. 1
cams was afraid Wass
ribn thinss sne nas a
at.ce
skewer you with this spear like
call down the wrath of God on getting away She 7 4Irrt plan
a piece of meat!"
him."
to Climb down Lite
Yucaipa continued to sneer.
"1 see." Cliff mused. looking dark -it the only LI.. ,b or
"
bat fie madepo move to enter
sbe nap Agri: of
at the still figure of the old
her room. "How long can the
it,"
Kit
saio excite... •
Chief.
"He
evidently thinks
little cat go without sleep?"
"I don t know," Altf said
Wasso is dead"
he asked. "How tong without
slowly.
"1 don't t. 1111 sne
"Yucaipa," tie caller' to the
food' Yueelpa has much food."
thought of anything ad keeplie gestured toward the haunch dancing, babbling figure "Your ing
Yucaipa
away, ikell nave
ot venison bubbling slowly over Chief is still alive Do you dare to think
of some say of rethe fire at the other end of risk the wrath of his God?"
minding ner ot the ripe with"You he." Yucaipa shouted
the ledge.
out letting Yucaipa nar."
Chinitza understood his plan -He is dead, he does not move.
"Poor Chinitza." Elt was
_
you
try
to
trick
Yucaipa
when she saw' him walk to the
almost on the verge id tears.
Kit
bent
to
the
air Indian 'She
edge of the ledge and pull up
was so
meat. She
the rope and ladder. With them aria Shook rum "Wake up. worked so hard on he: Englisn,
Wasso
Please
wake
up!" The just sure aOrtis day
draped over his arm he stopped
se would
Indian Mumbled something onagain In front of her room.
get out of the vancy arid she
intelligible but did not move.
cesUld see all the tang_ I've
"Soon little cat will come
"Waseca try to move. please told
tier about. Her grandfather
crawling to beg food from Yutry. Chinitza needs you," Kit
kept urging us to look for a
calpa." he taunted. -Then will again begged.
way out-"
Yucaipa throw the food on the
-It's no use," Cliff said,
"Hey!" Cliff shotad. Did
ground How will proud Chief'
raising her to her feet_ "We'll you
say English? Claaltza can
daughter like eating from the
have to think of something speak
ground?"
English?
Well, why
else. Chinitza is in no danger didn't
you say so before?" He
"So, he will try to starve me as
long as she hark that spear. moved
closer to the toga "ChiInto coming to hlm. Better' to
Yucaipa nas evidently seen her
nitza," he called softly.
die!" the girl efrought. But the
use it, and tie seems to nave
"Si,"
came ner faint voice.
situation looked hopeless even respect
for It I'll nave to find
'Nor Cliff warnee ner. -No
to her. She would have to sleep.
food for Wass°. He's used up Spanish,
use only Enaash."
No matter how she fought it
what little energy ne had In
"Yea," came the immediate
there would come a time when
the meantime," he added_quickresponse. "1 understand,"
Yucaipa would find her asleep
ly. seeing the worry In her
"Now, listen, we nay,• plan.
and take her spear.
eyes, "I'll think of some way Is
the big rope in your grandEvening spread over the val- to
get Chinitza down. At any fathers
room?"
ley. Chinn.* was still standing
rate. It can't be done until
"Si, yes," she called excitedly.
at the door of ner room when after
dark. Yucaipa can watch "It ta
sUll there."
she became aware of a com- every
move we make. Don't
"Good! Iva almost .lark. Just
motion below the fledge and
worry."
aa soon as you are Certain
then a voice shouted her name.
• .• •
Yucaipa cannot see you, take
"Bird man," she shouted joyCLIFF
was
tone only a short the rope and go quickly to the
fully, and dropping' 'the spear,
time,
but in those few min- edge of the ledge as tar away
she ran to the door, but she
hurriedly grabbed It up again utes dusk, which always made from him as you can get. Du
its
appearance
with surprising you understand me?" he asked.
when Yucaipa headed for her.
-Yes, yes." Chtnitza a voice
"You think white man can suddenness In the deep crater,
descended.
was eager.
help? How do you think he can
Kit had made a small fire
"Now be very quiet." said
get to the ledge?" Yucaipa
laughed and held up the ladder. while he was gone and was de- Cliff. "As soon as I think you
"Chinitza." Cliff again called lighted that he brought back a are ready, I'll go down to the
"Where is the ladder? Drop It rabbit, aa well as berries and other end of he ledge and prenuts,
tend to bargain with Yucaipa.down."
"We'll make some pemmi"Yes, yes," Chinitza said
He lowered the old Indian to can,"
Cliff said He was tmay again. "And while you talk 1
the ground and rubbed his tired
mashing nut kernels between tie rope and slide
down. yes?"
arms.
two rucks. "Mash up some .wir"Right! But keep your spear
"Ha! You want ladder, come, ries, and
when the meat a done near you at all times" Cliff
get it!"
We'll put this whole men tb- had never felt so neipleaa. A
•
Kit and Cliff looked up, gether WI
not half bad."
alight noise, and 4hcalpa Would
startled. On the ledge, silhouWhile Cliff worked he pon- be sure to rue) thee girl.
etted against the white rock dered the
problem of getting (To Be Contspeodea
Tomorrow)
and iiisiaroect

A'Tf
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ROOM WITH OR WITHOUT furniture on Henry Street. With FHA
LOST & FOUND
loan. WILSON INSURANCE AND I
j2c LOST: NURSES BAG BLOOD presREAL ESTATE. Dial 753-3263
sure apparatus and stethescope. If
PIANOS - USED 09.00 UP Kim- found please call Health Departball - $495.00. Baldwin organs and ment. These items belong to State
pianos. Tom Lonardo Piano Company, Paris, Tennessee.
ltc LOST OFF TRUCK, GREEN foam
chair cushion on highway between
BEAUTIFUL RESIDENTIAL DOT Murray and Pine Bluff Shores.
in Pasco subdivision, 1 block from Finder please contact Vester Orr at
college. City water and sewer. City 753-1962.
jlc
school district - PL 3-2648,
Pc

7
01 ANTED TO BUY

41-
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There were some firm
grounds underlying the Confederate government's belief, when Robert
E. Lee was given the go-ahead for his invasion of the North in June 1863, that one
great victory in Pennsylvania could be decisive in the struggle.
Up to this month the South had won the
Lmajor victories. Feeling against the Lincoln
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AM I LOSING MY MARBLES?
NEITHER BECKY NOR 00C weA,Qo #141sur .2" 0/0, AND Ir COULDN'r NAVE
SEEM A DREAM, I" HEARD N/M
WHEIV I GOT CV,ITS/00
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L1L' ABNER
I SNATCHED IT OUT OF ITS
MOTHER'S ARMS,BUT SINCE
ITS DADD l WORKS
FOR %)OU -

ii< V/.(r-kar13,.1-4--N11,-o_A---

NATURALCI NOT!!
THEY worsrr DAFtE.
COMPLAIN!!j LOOK,11.14TOONK!!
IT'S CRVING
WHAT'RE YOU GOING
33 DO ABOUT IT?

by Al Cape
as"•

(,)-: A- ---/
COMFORT TO
rj----)
CHILLUN!!
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Miss Ann II. Dunn
Honored Saturday
With Tea Shower

Overbey-Christopher Engagement

Dear Abby . ..

A lovely tea shower was held In
compliment to Miss Ann Hamilteat
Dunn. bride-elect. on Saturday. Juae
=. from three to five o'clock in the
afternoon at the Murray VVonien's
Clubhouse.
Mesdames Codie Caldwell, Ai4
.0
Sprunger. H. B. Bailey. Jr.. John
G. Ryan. H. H. B. Bailey. Sr.. Wayne
Williams. G. T. Lilly, and Bobby
McDougal were the hostesses for the
Saturday, June 29
; College Presbyterian Church will bridal occasion
DEAR ABBY. There isn't a day Individual wedd.:... Invitations.
The Murray Manufacturing Wives have
Mrs, H B Bailey. Sr greeted the
Mrs. Jerry R Nelson recent bride.
annual picnic at the home of
was the honoree at a lovely bridal Club will have a dinner for members Mrs. Edward Brunner, Olive Houle- guests at t,ie door. The receiving taat goes by that my 18-year old wanting to lea. eg out, I Loa,:
hue was composed of the honceee, daughter doesn't read every word a co-worker for
iddge.„,. %glen
shower held at the Southside Dining and hu.sbands at Paris Landing Inn %sad.
who sore an imported white batiste, you ante. Maybe you will help me she found out
• • •
lee address e
Room on Tuesday. June 25. at seven- at 6 pin. Hostesses will be Meedames Robert Wyman. K
her mother. Mrs. Herbert Dunn out by telling her something I don't for she refused
Wingthirty o'clock in ate evenne
alre It out. 5:.:
Thursday, July 4th
have the heart to tell her. She is trying to be frio .
' The gracious hostesees were Mes- ert. Ann Thompson, Eva Brunk, and
at sent her
Family Day Including golf: swim' wearing a ping linen sheath, and
scaring
la
R.
me
Yates.
with
off
make-up.
her
Invitation
mother-in-law
her
to
to
tea
be, Mrs. J. R.
dames Joe R. Sims. Dwain &June.
awe of emplaming. and supper will be at the
•••
wonderful
sweet,
is
She
girl,
a
ment.
Watson.
but
She
wearing
a black eyelet
returnee i to me throila
Dale Charltan, Herber: Hughes. Sam
! Calloway County Country Club.
Sunday. June allth
Rodgers and Chart's Tucker
e right th. Hosts will be Messrs and Mesdames sheath The, honoreeand mothers whet, she is thrutsigh with the Paint a foreman. Did I au
Open
brush
looks
she
presented
like
In
were
House
sending
something
corsages
else.
will
her re
of elute
be held by St Ross McClain, William
For the occasion the bride chose
vitation?
Fandrich,
Leos
Catholic
gardenias.
wasn't
and
something
gifts
is
new
she
Church.
her.
It
of.
with
the hostesses.
Her
2 to 6 p ni.
wrung to
to wear a white brocade cotton dress
Rill Crouee,l.
urn it to re
An-re Garlanci
•••
The hostesses also presented the once beautiful eyes now look like
with a hoeteseas gat corsage of
Pnillip Mitchell.
, FRIENDLY
honoree
with
sonietlung
electric
blanket.
an
DEAR
horror
Monday.
from a
magazine.
July 1st
FRIENDLIa You were
feathered pink carnations.
• • •
The WSCS of the Bethel. Brooks
The beautifully appointed tea table I have nothing against make-up. but foolish to have force. an Invitation
The honoree opened her many
Chapel.
on
waa
overlaid
and
the
girl,
with
Independence Me-chopale green net I hate that cheap. artincial look I
knowiegfahe refused is
lovely ,gifts m hall were presented ai
and centered with an epergne hold- aani my daughter to look sweet. give her address to-your go-between
her on a white..wrough: iron fleeter res: churches will meet at the parsoilage
ingan
at
arrangemeut
7
pm.
of Fever Few, a holt-some and natural as she used But !die topped ie. %then she sent
cart decorated with a white a edding
• • •
Bells of Ireland, pink roses. and to.
It back with the lorejlalL
bouquet and Lalls.
The
home
of
Mess
Cecilia
WalThe
pink
four
tapers.
Lottie Moon Circle of the
The other appointSAD DAD
• • ••
Her Chma
aistila.-Ved on the
lace
was
the
scene
of
a
First
Coke
ments
party
Baptist
were in Fostoria.
Church WM13 will meet
DEAR ABBY Re
table centered with an arrangement
DEAR SAD: Move over. That hore widow who
given
in
honor
of
Miss
Sharon
with
Lee
Magnolia leaves were placed at ror-look is the fashion now, and a rote in LO Say t.
Mrs. James Ward at 7- 30 pm
of larkspur and pink carnations in
until she beChurchill, bride-elect. on Friday, vantage points throughout the room.
• • •
nothing I could say would cenvince came a widow she r em' knew there
a milk glass compote.
The Kathleen Jones Circle of the June 21. at three-thirty o'clock in The mantle held an arrangement of your daughter to give It up. But were so many "f
Refrestimente of peneh. cake. nuts.
wiled unsise
the
afternoon
First
magnolia leaves and ping roses.
Baptist Church %VMS will
and mints were senee The serving
have hope. If she meets a young wives" unwilling to
their busMisses
Wallace,
Patsy
meet
Purdoin,
with Mrs. Graves Sledd at 7 15
Mrs. Bobby McDougal and Mrs. man who tells her to wash her face ts:in& help a widat ith household
table was adorned with an antique
Claudine
White.
and
Janice
Pasch- G T. Lilly alternated serving at the or no soap ... you'll have your sweet, chores or heavy air I wonder how
silver wedding. bas'eet.,Valed with Pan
all were the hostesses for the in- punch bowl. The individual
, • •
cakes whoheanne, natural-looking daugh- many tunes SHE :
pink carnations
ed HER
formal party.
were served by Miss Evelyn Williams' ter back again.
Mrs Damon Lovett received the
band out to widows - hen she ass
oesday. July "nil
The honoree was presented a and Miss Tina Springer The regisMISS LOCHIE BELLE OVERSEE
• • •
door prize Forty-tithe persons were
married?
Group I of the First Christian Personal wedding gift by the girls.
ter was kept by MISS Leah Caldpresent or sent gaa
DEAR ABBY. Please save me and
FLORENCE
Church CWF will meet at the home! Delicious refreshments were serv- ielh
Wells Overbey and Mrs. Mary Belle Clark Overbey of Murray
Sandy Lilly provided -my" parishioners from further
••••
••
of Mrs. Jewel Evans. North 16th ed by the hostesses Twenty
announce the engagement and the approaching marriage of their daughpersons background music The other host: blunders. The wedding season is
ly, write
For a personal
Street. art 2_30 p.m. Mrs. C S. Lowry were included in the guest list.
ter, Lochie Belle, to Maurice Ronald Christopher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
easeseassisted in showing the gifts. upon us again, and I would appreciC..
ABBY. Box 3365.
ly Haas.
will speak on "Japan" and visitors
Mautice Faker Christopher of Murray.
About one hundred and twenty- ate your'printing an answer to this !
If-addreeee.
forma and include
are welcome.
five persons signed the register or question: Is the minister's wife auMies Overbey was graduated .from Murray High eichool in the
ensues
stamped envelope.
• • •
b by
sent gilts.
classic,
amalically invited to every wedding! ALL mail.
attended Mutiny Butte college and this year received
Miss Beatnee Frye will be hostess
•.
Illeren ,111geertniveratty
an A
in her husband's church?
firtrucly. 11111.416 a asetpber of
for the meeting of the Jessie LudI have never attended a wedding! Don't put off writ
Mrs Citell Colsor. aas hostels for wick Circle of the College
letters Seel Kappa Alpha Theta, aocial sorority and served as house president: she
Presbyof
Dream
Girl
Pi
was
Kappa
as
Alpha.
a guest unless I have been spec- one dollar to Abby
the Ju...e. meeting of the Wadesboro terian Church in the
secretary of Holmes Hall. and secreher tome:.
church parlor
ifically invited Yet many pallshion-1"How To Write Let
Homemakers ChM held at her home. at 1.30 pm.
For All ex- tary of Student Organization. She is employed as recreation director at
Mrs. Feat us Story ea.s honored at
laeplake
Hotel.
In
August
era
have told me afterwards that' casioas.she will assume teacning duties in the Fayette
The rice - president. Mrs Jim
• ••
a picnic supper in celebration of
• •
County
they "expected" me. and were very I
Ws-her. presided Mrs Clintan Bur- , The Woman's Seenety of
Christian her birthday on Friday evening,
disappointed when I didn't show ima
chetz gave the devotion from Psalms Service- of the First
nizi
sato
ars:atin.th.JFearh
m}toren
reA‘
o
,..e
i
nu
her. son,
Methodist Chur- j
.
Visitors in the Boche Cathey home
Christopher, a 1959 graduate of Murray High School, attended
Mr.
Sc
. hlsystem.
MINISTER'S WIFE I
23 with prayer by Mrs. Baron Palm- ch sill hold its general
meeting in
recently were ...eces and nephews.
Murray State College where he served as class representative on the
DEAR WIFE: You, my dear, are fi
er
the social hall at 10 am. with the 1 The supper was served on the Mr. and Mrs John Pace of St Louts,
Student Organization for two years Having completed two years at Unicorrect. Nobody is -automatically"
Each member answered the roll executive board meeting at 9:15
am.I lawn of the home with the table
versity of Kentucky he will re-enroll this fall as a pre-law student. He is
M°-• Mr" and Mrs.Hardie Pace of invited anyvhere. If the Reverend
call a eh a toarist attraction she
:Ili: the general meeting the being centered with -the birthday Ohio.
Mrs Willie Johnson of Pa- and vim. so and
a member cf PI Kappa Alpha. social fraternity and served as rush chairiso are expected to
has .:-...ayed The e- • taes sere read kcal officers will have
cake
a training'
ducah, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Roberts
Man Ile worked with the Yining Democratic organization the past four
attend an invitational affair, they
by the secretary Mrs Barchett
Following the
Ikarail for the
session.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Nettie Young of Mayfield. should
years Mr. Christopher is recreation director at Kenlake Hotel this
I
be
sent ,xa Invitation.
The lessen on Me
•••
wedding of Mesa
In Staaates"
4: Ellis and It.
Fest
• • •
summer.
...
was .:.,. en oy Mrs Odell Colson and
I Dan Parker, a d. f Ails held SatMurray Assemble No 19 Order of and Mrs. Randolph Story and
Mr and Mrs. Claud Skinner andl
Mrs Wayne Hardie
urday evening
Triangle Inn
the Rainbow for Girls will hold Its daughters. Sue. Linda, and Nancy. children. Charles and Linda. of [*1August 20 is the wedding date. The ceremony and reception will be
DEAR ABBY: At the place where b
Pair, -sere clacaased for the en- regular meeting at the Ma.sonic
ltilLa. Mr. and In the Murray Methodist Church. Only out-ot-town invitations are being
Mr
and
Mrs
Bobby Johnson and las. Texas have been visiting in I wort there is a girl who despises' y the groom's
Hall
nui., picrec
Mrs Johnny Faa,,
mailed All friends and relatives are invited.
children, Debbie, Mitchell, Cindy, Murray and Calloway County this me,
at 7 pm.
although I don't know why.
• ••
r.ev en members and two visitors,
The color set. .1 of pink and
and Sonia. Miss Anna Story, and week. They were dinner guests Mon-iWhen I
speak
to
her
she
turns
her
r
Mrs Gladys Mitchell and Mrs. Pearl
white was came,. .$ in the dec TaWednesdae. July 3rd
Mr and Mrs J R. Story and sons, day in the home of her sister, Mrs. head I am being
married soon and ti -ca
Short, were present
was of I es,
The cent...
The 6-ora Gray es Circle of the Ralph ar.d Richard.
Bottle Cathey and Mr. Cathey.
!wanted to send all my co-workers
I gladioli, and piaa
aes in a .ilk
glass container Da
by the t :es
tiered milk glare
delahra. r. ny
OLDEST AND LARGEST LUMBER CO. IN MURRAY
milk glass beaker, led with talk

The Mask Is The: hing.

V
a
#1404 ated

Bridal Shower For Mrs. Jerry Nelson
Held .4 t Southside

Abigail Nann
7_i..,ttren

Social Calendar

Sharon Churchill
Honored
Party

.1Irs. Odell Colson
Hostess For'lleet
Of II-adesboro

•

galithe

.1Irs. Festus Story
Honored .4 t Supper

PERSONALS

Mr., Mrs.P ker
osts At R earsal
Dinner On turday

t

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.1

gqrbeella
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
WE HAVE t..
months'
Y.Tar h
-.-vers. -lest
Chit of '• r.. sorn-is dedicated to
one or e. •re ceases Bet Jane
is a sr. ,r.tn
Tr:rig
Lo
a. of the a.
Lielightful ThemeEarbeeee
c- .:
. 1 .1 s

and white mints ere placed at
pients on the table
Guests other rif member: of
the wedding par. were Mr andi
Mrs Frank Weice
of Frankfort.
Mrs Maurice Cra4 Jr.. Mrs Dan
Paigh, Mrs H.,war5 jiichols. Vernon
4sown. and Mr4d Mrs. L R.
-

Delicious Recipes
For Outdoor Meals

wa: emarrel with so, before raise coals to control temperathe iriontrrnms tert-,-Tarly,-TV "ftEheWhin doing -Ionia
- erre
rr.ind the man of the house cooking. of his c.ii.nary skills and lead
As for barbecue recipes,
him outisers to the barbecue there are several that will
to show what he can do.
help the chef to shine. They
A -new barbecue unit that incl,:de a tempting sauce for
has a swing-out motor with pork or ham. a delicious new
irvetch and spit makes the way to make kabobs with
chef's role easier.
flank steak and a quick-easy
special Features
recipe for Patio Pizzas.
Ita nakel - clad warming
We've even tossed in a good
oven hood has a temperature punchy recipe, one that s made
indicator. Another innovation with a new instant iced tea
is the inner fire bowl which mix that's delicious as is and
rr.akes it possible to lower or mar.almis as the basis for a
variety of cooling thanks.
DEVILED FLANK KEBOBS
2 to 2,s lbs. flank steak
2 itt. oz.) cans deviled
ham
1 tsp. herb-flavored
brush-on liquid
C', ketchup
1 tbsp. salad oil
Spread inside surface of
steak with thin layer of
deviled ham. Roll up lengthwise and fasten.
Cut into Iva in, slices with a
Warp knife. Slip onto long
skewers, piercing lengthwise.
Combine remaining Ingredients. Brush on both aides of
kellobs genero
stiaxitmw
Grill 3 to 4 in.
glow'jug coals for 5 min,. on cub
side.
Makes 6 servings.
-AiINGER KAUCK
1, C. sugar
1 c. water
2 tbsp, chopped onion

Coke Party ,sven
For Bride- edt
By 11rs. L siter

Salad*
EASIi-DO Patio Pizzas are served with a refreshing rummer punch that's made with a new trustiuit Iced tea mut.
2 tbsp, butter or
margarine
tsp, salt
la tsp. ginger
% tsp. paprika
1 c. tomato Juice
C. vinegar
Melt sugar in saucepan.
stirring
constantly, adding
water slowly: continue stirring until sugar is dissolved.
Brown onion lightly in butter: add sugar, syrup and all
other ingredients. Simmer

•
feeeia We. re.
NEAV 11.1i;Rtf -r-F; I-1.1 ii r".•
"••• renter v. h s"k ten Fl^r1
that atepe 1.uu chef s usr.us toul a Will haul& rotisserie.

11Clerh•is flonve,t
IbrA11.111 II%NI is spr. ad over a flank eteak. which Is ti -n
aesd L.1) iel.g tit% us and cut into abces and wkewertd-

gently for five minutes.
Serve hot with pork or ham.
PATIO PIZZAS
111 English muffins
;(15 oz.) can tomato
sauce
'1 (10 oz.) can mushroom
stems and pieces,
drained
1 (4 Oh/ pkg. PePPerettes,
sliced
tap. chili powder
tsp. oregano
% c. grated Cheddar
cheese
Split Slakatinit In half; toruat,
over grill on both sides.
lightly browned.
In saucepan, combine ma
yearning ingredients, except
cheese. Simmer until pii.tag
hot.
Top each muffin half -sill*
about
C. of tomato ellstire; sprinkle each wiji 1
tdep. grated cheese.
Serves 6.
(MIA'S PUNCH
I pkg. Iced tea mix_
1 c. water
1 C. orange Jules
1 e. limeade
Ginger ale
rinselve contents of iced
teI mix In water; *es,. prin.
Juice and limeade.
0
Fill each glass with Ice
Pour tea miature over
teens until glass Is half fin'.
I"illkleaS with gIngar ale. stir.
Makes 5 to 6 gleaaes.

-I

•

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL
104 East Maple St

•

PF R SON A S'
Mr and Mrs Dan Stewart lead
boys. Kenny and-Tummy, of ColuiVe
lila 8C. visite-a-in the bome-of M.'•
and Mrs Brine Cathey recently,

THRU

I \

TON1TS

•

"REPTILICUS"

Cap:toi

Sunday

Mrs. Carroll I. d -r cornplinen•
ed MISS Ann Ha a ii Dunn. laide
elect of James Ii
wataor wit
a Coke party at • '1, .me on P ple
Streea, on Tuead
inc 25, a. ti-.
o'clock In the n
I,:
To coniplune•
white nu
dress which al;
cho
the occasion. It. satess pre.eni,
her with a coraian ed a Fuji 'nut
Mrs Herbert Llun
mother of th
honoree, and lktrs J R Wetse•
mother of the
-elect, wet
presented corsageag inwhite earn,:
lions
Refreshments of Cokes, Stl n (I
'
,Aches and cookies avre served free
the table overlaid In th a tab:, cle.
and centered with an arra/menu:
of Fuji mums.
The hostess presentee? Miss Duna
with two pieces of her chosen pettern of pottery.
Attending the oression vier' Mesdames John Ryan. Pete Framer, ahd
Lonnie Shrosit, Misses Andrea
Sykes, Sara Hughes. Debbie Watson,
Leah Caldwell, Tina Sprunitor. end
Waynette Doran the honoie e, the
mothers, and the hostess.
• • •

Tel, 753-3161

end
"SHOOT OUT AT
BIG SAG"

Wednesday]

JERR9 LEWIS as
1T11E MarisPROFESSOR:
.
Jerry...Lew,

What does he
became? What
kind of monster?

Please do not
reveal the middle
of this picture!

11,
SiEllA

Dfl KATIUEN
SRNS VORF RUMM

•

TECHNICOLOR

OPEN HOUSE
Will Be Held At

" ST. LEG'S CATHOLIC
COURCH
North I 2th arid Payne Streets

SUNDAY, JUNE N) - 2 TO 1 P.M.
EVERYONE WE-LCOME anti INVITED TO ATTEND

•
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Rupp as the
bride'shost-.Te table was overlaid
with a white linen cloth and centered with the four tiered wedding cake
flanked by candles.
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The Capehart Chapel
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white accessories and. a corsage of 1•1
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Open
Miss Gail Brandon became the Mrs. J. D. Outland, solist, who sang
Mrs. Bernard Tabers was hostess Air Force Base, Nebraska, was the
For her daughter's wedding Mrs. red roses.
bride of Dale Dix at the Poplar "Because" and "I Love You Truly." for the June meeting of the Suburbscene of the military wedding of Alley chose to wear a beige lace
marches
wedding
traditional
The
The
doubleaprings Baptist Church.
an Hometnskers Club held at her Miss Joyce Alley, daughter of Mr. dreess with beige accessories. Mrs.
After a visa with Airman Nelson's
ring ceretnony was performed at were used for processional and reawn Street.
and Mrs. Marvin Alley of Bellevue, Nelson was attired in a blue lace parents in Murray the couple will
three o'clock in the afternoon on cessional.
The lesson on "Meals In Minutes" Nebraska, and Airman First Class dress with white accessories. They make their home at Ala Van BurThe hridt, given In marriage by
Sunday. June 23 with Rev. Jack.
was presented by Mrs. Holmes Dunn. Jerry R. Nelson, son of Mr. and each wore corsages of white daisies en, Bellisue, Nebraska.
wearthe
church
father,
entered
her
Jones officiating.
.4g4
lire Teddy Beane read the scripture Mrs. W. A. Nelson, 1100 Elm Street, and carnations.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. ing a floor-les:1;th white silk organza tram Matthea 5:1-12.
11111ny out of town guests attended
Murray.
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and
Me
Almo.
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of
Brandon
and Mrs. I.
Following the ceremony a recep- the wedding including
Mrs. Max Farley, secretary, read
.Chaplain Wilson read the impress,
.1
*Dale his as the son of Mr and Mrs. ing a sabrina necaline outlined with the minute, and called the roll. The
of Murring ceremony on Sun- Son was held at the NCO Club at W. A Nelson and sun,
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encrusted
.
con'
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Al
of
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scallops
H. P. Dix of Almo.
citizenship lesson on "School Drop- oay. June 16. at three tecick In the
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and
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sequins,
irrideacent
with
The ceremony was performed beOuts" was presented by Mrs. Beane. afternoon.
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1.
forethe altar decorated with green- had long slte.sa which tapered to
The president, Mrs. Tabers, pre•I•
The chapel was beautifully decery and white gladioli and illuminat- points oser her haat The full skirt sided and save a report on the
large baskets of
ed try two seven-branched candela- featured appliques of the sa.nie lace council meeting and disouased the orateed with two
Mr
:
white flowers flanked by burning
and ass accented by lace rosettes. program for 1963_64,
bra tisIdeur white tapers.
assistant furchaplain's
The
tapers.
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Wedding music was furrnstied
The Mental Health Association
for the
SUNDAY NITE ONLY
Mrs. Keith Brandon, pianist, and attached to a scalloped tiara of was discusNea and Mrs. Tabers urg- nished the organ mu.oc
wedding.
saeded pearls. The bride carried a
ed all menvers to join the associaI Given in marriage by her father,
white B:ble, gift from the groom,
tion.
the bride was lovely in her white
cascaded with white aarnations topRefreshments were served to the floor length wedding gown overlaid
ped by a white orchid.
1E:Li
members
one
visitor, Mrs. Tom- with Chantilly lace fashioned with
Miss Ruth Fulkerson was maid of
my Carrav,e
i a full skirt with sweeping train. The
honor. Mrs Johnny Hine was brides• • •
tight fitting bodice featured a scalmaid. They wore short blue cotton
snI
loped neckline. Her fingertip veil
frocks designed with round neckline
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to
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was
illusion
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headpieces
of
,skirts.
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full
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crown hat. She carried a white
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relatives have visited them the past They wore
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Miss Fay Height, cousin of the
Seek. Among those out of the coin- red a large white mum with streamwas the maid of honor and
bride,
knots.
tuntry were Mr. and Mrs. Zolon ers tied in lover's
wore a powder blue dress with matJ. D. Outland served as ,best reetn.
'syton and daughter. Mr. and
headpiece. The flower girls
Ching
as
groomsmen.
M.\Lash Clayton. Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hine acrved
Jeannie Alley. sister of
Miss
were
the
of
bride,
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Alb t Clayton, Bill Morris and Benny Steele.
and they wore light blue
bride,
the
the
of
Dix.
Take to the turnpikes on your vacation this summer —
brother
and Kenneth
Mr. aid Mrs. Chester Canody.
dresses overlaid wish white net.
they're three times safer than ordinary highways, according to
Mr. iind Mrs. Bill Morris and son groom, served as ushers and also lit
bouquets
Each of the girls carried
Nations! Safety Council. One reason for this -travel insurance"
from !lichigan visited Mr and the candles preceding the caremany
is steel median guard rale wilich eliminates deadly head-on
of blue and white carnations.
Mrs. Brandon. mother of the bride
Mrs. Le Oolitic last week.
crashes by preventing cars from crossing over into opposite
Mr. amt Mrs. Ed Alton and Mrs. wore a turquoise ,and white Jersey
P-L-U-S
Airman First Class Gerhart A.
lanes. New jersey Turnpike. nation's busiest highway, has not
She
accessories.
with
white
had a single cross-over fatality since it installed guard rail down
Thomas Woods from Michigan and dress
Reirnanrt was the best man. The
to
SAVAGE STORE
white
etiolation&
of
corsiee
a
the center of most of its 118-mile length. Pennsylvania Turnpike
GONNA GIVVA WAY ONE OF EM
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Morton and daugh- wore
ushers were Airman First Class
LIKE
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Dix
Mrs.
mother.
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by
being
installation
is
modernized
The
groom's
another bustling highway
ters from Murray were Friday night .
Freres Meyer, Airman Second Class
GUITARS.. . THEN YOU KEN PLAY
of this steel lifesaver.
visitors 5 Mr. and Mrs. Herbert chose a navy blue dress with white
Gary L. Williams, and Airmail SecFLATT!!
LESTER
OLD
accessories fos the occasion. She also
hillbilly dress up in
Alton and daughter
Gonna givvet to the best Ilkin
X
getar!
Mr. Morris Stacy from Nashville wore a sose.ge of whits. carnations.
Hootenanney outfit—you might win that
a
•
•
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Finnan
Reception
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Bucy.
The reception was held at the
TUESDAY SITE ONLY
Mr. Flossie Kirkland passed away charch immediately following the
last Thursday. Our deepest sym- ceremony.
pathy goes to the family.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Alton and
Mrs. James Lockhart. sister of the
daughter s visited Mr and Mrs. bride. and Mrs. tires Roberts served
James Alton and sons of Hazel the aedding cake. Pouring at the
CIVIL WRONG—Byron De La
0.0
Monday night. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Al- punch bowls were Mrs Wilford
Seckwan (above) faces a
ton and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Brandon and airs. Marie Betts,
Jackson,
In
charge
murder
*Woods and children of Mich and sisters of tile bride.
Mess., is the sniper slaying
,
ea,teit,s
Mr. and Mrs. George Gibson and
Negro civil rights leader
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The bride's traseling castume ass
there
ale,
atexico
were
New
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42,
Beckwith.
Evers.
Medgar
a dress of light blue cotton with
BRINGIN
Is from Greenwood, Miss.
white accessories. Her ensemble was
"TEN DOLLARS TO THE THE PERtiON
451 144.C.114
completed by an orchid from her
THE LARGEST PONE OF CORN BREAD"
s..fewie
bridal bouquet. Alter a short wedding
That's right, hake it rite with Martha White!
trip the newlyweds will make their
home in Alin°.
WEDNESDAY SITE ONLY
Cot-o(-tun guebts were Mr. and
Mrs Wilber Dix and daughter Saadra. Mrs. Melvin Richardson and
daughters. Joyce and Karen. awl
. —•
Mrs C. L. Wallace and daughter
Hall In Atlantic City, N. J., chosen by
Convention
ishyllts all of Granite City. Illinois:
big
the
DEMOCRATIC CHOICE—This in
for the next National Convention,
Committee
Mt and Mrs Wilford Brandon and
Sites
Committee's
the Democratic National
for a regulation football game.
enough
big
sons. Kerry and Timmy. from Paduis
Boor
ball's
to open Aug. 24, 1964. The
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,Miss Gail Brandon Become the Bride of
Dale Dix at the Poplar Springs Church
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Suburban Club Has
Meet Atillome Of
jIrs. Tubers

Miss Alley and Airman Jerry R. Nelson
Wed In Military Ceremony At Air Base
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Diffurnt Double Feeture
Ves Single Nite"

NO. 1. "KETTLES ON OLD
McDONALDS FARM"
NO. 2. "FRANCIS JOINS the WAC"

Buchanan
News

c.)

•

erbey of Murray
e of their (laughof Mr. and Mrs.

113 eichool in the
this year received
nig a inetpber of
se president; she
s Hall. and scareeation director at
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School. attended
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GUS" and
OUT AT
SAG"
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!!Two More Gooduns!!
NO. 1. "FEUDIN, FUSSIN, FITIN"
NO. 2. "LAST TIME I SAW
ARCHIE"

11
.
011 011111
_.„

I reception will be
nations are being

Two More Big Motion Pictures!!
NO. 1. "DANCE WITH ME HENRY"
NO. 2. "FRANCIS IN the HAUNTED
HOUSE"
*

•

OVERLOAD YOUif-BOAT
Alvey and his unhappy pals are in trouble. For
safety, only one-third of a
boat's hull should be under
water when it is completely
loaded. If you don't know
how to swirt•,, always a Oar a
hf,. prae r•er when you '..'nlure out in a boat or canoe.
Learn in a Red Cross class
how to be safe in the water.

111

as

4

Two More of Em Shore Enuf
Good Shows!!
NO. 1. "ELMER GANTRY"
NO. 2. "PRIVATE LIVES OF ADAM
AND EVE"
P-L-U-S

Beachside Beauties

JEST LOOK AT THIS ...
GRASS
A DRESS SEWING CONTEST — OUTTA A
BAG!
TATER
A
KNOW,
SACK . . . YOU
.
Girls, get them pins and neddles outta there . .
If you wear the best dress made out of a grass sack
we gonna give yea a salvage Store transistorized
Radio.
THURSDAY

SITE

ONLY

4th
LOOK A HERE WHAT WE GONNA HAVE JULY
The Murray Drive-In Theatre Annual

iSSOR:
„

FIREWORKS DISPLAY
Bigger and Better Than Ever! — Rite Here
In Calloway ('ounty!
PLUS THESE TWO BIG IIITS ON THE SCREEN!

'hat does he
ame? What
If monster?

NO. 1. "THE OUTSIDER"
NO. 2. "UP FRONT"
FIREWORKS, AND TWO BIG PICTURIES
THURSDAY NITE, JULY 4th!!

FRIDAY

NITE

ONLY

TWO MORE OF EM GOOD SHOWS BETTERS THEM
OTHERNS WE ALREADIE SHOWED OUT THEAIRE!

NO. 1. "TEENAGE MILLIONAIRE"
NO. 2. "ROCK PRETTY BABY"
... AND SUMPIN ELSE TOO!!!!

•

10 PASSES TO THE MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE

-

•

BURTON SAYS NO — Actor
Richard Burton dented reports in London that he and
actress Elizabeth Taylor are
planning to marry and said
his reported statement was
only a joke. They are shown
at a recent fight at Wembley
Stadium in London.

A litAIONDICENT stained glass print fabric forms the
sweater-like overblouse of this suit with black shorts.

,
.....11.*.JANACAOF

•

END

Ir\
t's
\
chat a
CITYr
of silhouette
SIMPLI
this suave suit done in a paisley print.

%%HITE binding outlines the neck. sleeves
and hem of a back-buttoning beach shift.

ly SWAN IANDIII •
TOGS for beach and pool
show infinite variety in ail-.,
houettes, fabrics and colors
this aeason.
Rose Marie Reid, famous
built
beautifully
her
for
swimsuits, has presented a
collection for summer that includes a lot of new styles and
has designed some delightful cover-up shifts.
Shapes For All
There are shapes for all
figui es. Perhaps the most
propel( tic are a group of
naturals witti little or no under-sUuctutes. They are made

TO THE PERSON WHOME CAN DRUNK THE MOST
BUTTERMILK! That's right, if you can drink the
most buttermilk you'll receive 10 Passes to the DriveIn.

—
Two More Jim Dandies of a Thrill!!
NO. 1. "ALIAS JESSE JAMES"
NO. 2. "COMIN' ROUND THE
MOUNTAIN"
Tuts IS THE Nal. that any thing and everything
— AND A' BIG WINDUP SATURDAY SITE

of self-assured jerseys and
blend knita. The lines are relaxed. uncluttered and obviously designed for women
with good figures and a frank
disdain for camouflage.
Dectsptive !MOM*,
For those who wisely know
their limitations and candidly a
admit that they need
suitwhc
will keep figure secrets,
there Is also a wide selection.
These knowledgeable suits are
subtly fashioned to make the
least of the most and the
most of the least as the
situation demands.

can, may, and probably will happen! Don't miss this
bereone!
THIS ADD AND 50e WILL ADMIT YOU
SATURDAY NITE, JULY 6th!!
Clip This Add for A Reduction Sat., July 6!
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Early Wynn
Tries !For 300
DOWN
By I
United Pres, I oterna .onal
There; no sentiment in baseball
—none for a 43-year old gar; trying
fur has 300th aiciary and none for
• floandenrng last-place team.

s • In the National Letwue. the St
f.oa-o Cardinals walloped the Hous9-2. the Chicago Cubs
be ,
he Philadelphia PhIllies. 4-3.
P.tcsbunth Pirates topped the
New York Mets. 3-1 the Milwaukee
Braves shaded the Los Angeles
Iler'ver- 1-o oknd the San Fraricascb
Giants beat the Cincinnati Reds.
;-3
Rookie Pete Ward. who \Vas born
the same year Wy-nn started out in
the ins'or leagues , 1939
led the
assa-li on the old pro with two
doublers Wynn, beaten by the White
Sox the week before, was tagged
for f:se hits and three runs in six
ir.nuigs Ted Abernathy who pitched
the last two innings packed up
the
victor,- when singles by Jose Arcue.
Woods. Held Tlto Franconia
fielder's rt..1,:e and Willie Kirkland's
produced tao runs for
Inc Indians in the ninth
Heavy Hitting
Kallebrru had a bonier and a
Earl Ein:tey a homer and
nrs• .tn. Hall •wo triples in the
-r• T
12-hat opening-rune attack
had four nut,re
and
0:..ry. and Vac Wertz hit homers in the nightcap Bill Pleas went
the distance for his firs: wan in the
opener arid Jun Kaat sent 6,,
innings Vet his eighth victory in
the
second game
Dick Radatz. making fa:5 eighth
annenralle,- in nine garner. yielded
a game-ty:rag homer to Eaton Hosard but won his seYer.th game when
the Red So
tothed against Hi.
Remit in 7ne eighth on a na•k and
singles tr. Carl Yastrzetnski and
Frank M.. zoneYastrzemsk: liza;
Malzone bad two hits each
foi• :he
Red Sox
r
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ADDING MACHINES
0 FOR SALE or RENT%

FAIRGROUNDS ARENA

,

PARIS, TENNESSEE
s

7:30 p.m.

JULY 4- 5 -6
a'.'.

.•

LEINER & TIMES

FOINLKES BS0S., PRODUCER - Franklin, Tenn.
' "S•

_ .... -%1EP--

2-ilieu411110111.--...

shown rendy for one of those
ItIADY FOR AN 8 100 FOOT DIVE—The bathyscaph Trieste Is
q , • e ---t-'n ..f the A' ante off the Massachusetts coast in the hunt for
f., .* .1
a . et
Photo was made from U S S. Fort Snelling.
7
a t' S S l':'
er
L e s.b

Advawe .

$1 25

Admission At Gate

$1.50

1C3 N. 4th Street

Dial 753-1916

4 it 4. tag
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er •
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• 11
4
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l
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STARTS MONDAY - 9 A.M.
OUR GREAT SUMMER

CLEARANCE
Our Entire Stock of Spring and Summer Fabrics must be cleared to the bare walls
. . costs are forgotten! Don't miss these Seniational Savins! Be there when the
door opens Monday: 9. a.m. Stiarp. for the FABRIC BUYS OF A LIFETIME!

•

GROUP 1

•

ENTIRE STOCK! REGULAR 79' -1.49 YD.,

Summer Cottons
It's unbelleveable,. but here are the finest Spt.ng anci .iornmet Cottons at the lowest price ever .
at only 1, per inch yeti will find "Fainalts Name" fabrics that
formerly sold to 51.49 yd Here are just a few of the 5ensational vaLics in this group.
• 45" Woven

Ginghams

6

• Stotfel Vonie

Fuller Drip Dry Cottons

•

PER
INCH

• Roberre Prints

• Cotton Satin Prints

• Dacron and Cottons

And Many, Many Others!

1

•

La011 Wagner had four hits incluchr.g his 17th and 10th homers
of the season. as tne Angels Art
Fowler gained his third sin in the
first game Rocky Colanto s two
homers. including a three-run shot
tJaat highlighted A sesen - run
eighth-inning
d brought
Mickey Lotith his third triumph

FOR CORRECT

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY OPi NIGHT

GROUP 2

Fashion
FABRICS

Luxury
FABRICS

Unbe.ieveable values in the group All the newest
miracle blend wa-sh and wear Suiting, and Dress
Fabrics, choose from thousands and thousands of

In this group you'll find imported and domestic
luxury fabrics that are beyond dcs,:ription! Never
before such fabulous savings. Here are just to meintion a few of the fine fabrics in this group!

• 100„ Dacron Prints
• Silk & Cotton Blends
• 100', Arnell Jerseys
• Printed Linens
•( otton Double Knits
• Mani. Many Others

of
Murray, Ky.

•

ENTIRE STOCK!'1.98 to 4.95 SUMMER

eout,tt.

PEOPLES MN

GROUP 3

ENTIRE STOCK! 98, to 2.95 SUMMER

ards"

753-6363

•

•

58C

YD.

• 45" Etnbroidered Eyelets
• Pure Irish. Linens
• Silk & Wool Suitings
• Pure Silk Prints
• Emb. Dacron Batistes
• Many, Many Others

FOR SALE

1963 CUSHMAN
MONDAY

g

cc motor, windshield,

crlith

bars, buddy

Famous make zippers at a ridiculous
low price. All colors and sizes if you
are early. fLimit 6 to a . austomer)

seat,

sfedomuter. Perfect condition. Retail price $6 Cri
oni,
• Will Sacrifice For

Wilrtms. Jr

at 753-3147 or see at
207 S. 13th Etreet

Sr.& •

•

-

HOSE

TENN.
212 W. WASHINGTON -- PARIS,

1425.00
Call -brit

MORNING DOORCRASHER!,!

ZIPPERS

SUPER-HUSKT

Murray, Ky.

ANEW

IN\

e

DIAL

JUNE 29, 1963
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Ask Early Wynn of the Cleveland
Indians. who /Iced:. 2USt one more
•,
--ilortalsy
triumph to achie.,e
tliat goes with winning 1300 big
1.aiue games And.i :f you don't
be neie htm, ia-k :he Washington
•nators, who can use a aietory any
old tame Just In pro;e they belong
in the mayor,
Fur the second tune in eight days.
lorrner tV1-cte Sox team• 'is ,poile
7.• for No 300
es en theugh the Indians rallied in
the ninth to pill: oat* a 4-3 triumph.
The Minnesota T%yars. meanwhile.
cut :he hapless S nators into
pier- s sun 11-4 And 1e-3 victories
that ran their w.nning streak to
six games and rn.i.ed them to within
a st.tin,
. and a half of the _American
Le •.:e lead Harmon Killebrew;s
six hit, int
\t --sots rausclelmen a no ,:aintred four homers.
two trip'.e
,-and t.s,, double, during
th, Is
Re•ez Defeat 'Yankees
Th. Fkis.•,,n Red Sos defeated the
Nes Yrk Yankees 4-3. the Detroit
Tiger- and Los Angeles Angels split
so :ones in a tat-aught doubleheader And the Baltimore Orioles
nipped the Kan-is- City Athletut.
2-1 in other Amencan League
•

SATURDAY -

',MAW

